
Club name:

What were the positive changes that were made to the club?

What was the impact of these changes?

Club Case Study  
We have a session in the conference – Enhancing the Club Experience.  
Please can you provide an example of a club that has excelled at customer/member  
experience enhancement.
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How were the changes delivered?

What were the learnings from this process for all stakeholders?

Club Case Study 
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	Club name: National Golf Association of the Philippines’ Affiliate Golf Clubs
	Before: More clubs took on the initiative to provide greater access to junior golfers by subsidising their green fees and organising more club tournaments for them to compete at all levels. This helped increase the number of junior golfers and members of golf clubs, creating more vibrant and active club communities. Additionally, clubs had successfully promoted Women Golf Days where women got to play for free once a week. Active clubs also organised social golf events which were catered to families, women, juniors and the public through relaxed and fun formats of the sport. On the high performance side, more clubs had opened more access to our elite national amateur golfers to train, practice and compete. These positive changes have created a healthy ecosystem for golf in our country, the support and collaboration with golf clubs can make a massive impact to grow the game of golf. 
	After: Through these changes, the game of golf is now also more accessible to areas outside of the country’s capital–Metro Manila. Many of the changes also caters to a large untapped market for golf in the country–women and children. Long gone are the days wherein golf is known to sport for ‘old and grumpy men. Having monthly club tournaments also fosters camaraderie and competition amongst players, also enabling longevity of interest and involvement in the g Furthermore, facilities such as Hallow Ridge’s ‘Pitch & Putt’ and unique come-ons like Intramuros’ ‘Night Golf’ makes the game much less daunting for beginners.There are more and more ways to be drawn into the game of golf rather than just the traditional driving range-to-fairway route. These changes have not only been positives for players of the game of golf, these changes have also greatly supported the creation of livelihoods. As mo courses and golf facilities are taking shape in the Philippines, more jobs are being created in the form of caddies, greenskeepers, golf course managers, superintendents, club managers, food & beverage staff, and so much more. There is no doubt that the game of golf has positively impacted the Philippine economy.
	Difference: Most of the changes would not have been possible without the willingness of each respective golf club to waive green fees, improve facilities, and plan activities. However, with the new direction and vision of the National Golf Association of the Philippines , the whole golf ecosystem was propelled forward.It is also due to this fact, there has now been a more unified direction to open clubs to new golfers, heavily targeting women and children. This heavily complements NGAP being one of the early signatories of the Women in Golf Charter of The R&A.This again builds on the mission to decentralise growth of the game and to make the game more available to people outside of just Metro Manila.With good turnout from NGAP’s events, respective golf clubs then become more motivated to host their own local club tournaments and improve their fa These local golf clubs are also able learn from NGAP’s tournaments and NGAP’s grass root initiatives & programs, and in turn are able to apply it to their operations.
	Outcome: First and foremost, all these changes have opened many doors for golf in the Philippines. These changes do not just cater to the already existing community of golfers in the country. The stakeholders have now also become aware of a new highly untapped market–women and children golfers. This ensures longevity in the country.Hopeful the golf industry can answer to the demands of the growing golf community by providing new and creative ways to play the game. NGAP can definitely benefit from partnering up with other NGAs who have been in this position by adopting current best practices and systems that have already been proven to be efficient elsewhere NGAP intends to work with specialists and/or experts in order to maximize its current resources and manpower.The golf ecosystem in the Philipinnes very much resembles that of Thailands. When people go on golf trips, they will also start to look for other activities to do, such as diving, sightseeing, food tours,etc. the Philippines has always been a hot spot for tourism, we can expect the demand for some sort of golf-adjacent tourism to arise.


